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Abstract
Background Hypertension drives myocardial remodeling, leading to changes in structure, composition and mechanical behavior,
including residual stress, which are linked to heart disease progression in a gender-specific manner. Emerging therapies are also
targeting constituent-specific pathological features. All previous studies, however, have characterized remodeling in the intact
tissue, rather than isolated tissue constituents, and did not include sex as a biological variable.
Objective In this study we first identified the contribution of collagen fiber network and myocytes to the myocardial residual
stress/strain in Dahl-Salt sensitive rats fed with high fat diet. Then, we quantified the effect of hypertension on the remodeling of
the left ventricle (LV), as well as the existence of sex-specific remodeling features.
Methods We performed mechanical tests (opening angle, ring-test) and histological analysis on isolated constituents and intact
tissue of the LV. Based on the measurements from the tests, we performed a stress analysis to evaluate the residual stress
distribution. Statistical analysis was performed to identify the effects of constituent isolation, elevated blood pressure, and sex
of the animal on the experimental measurements and modeling results.
Results Hypertension leads to reduced residual stress/strain in the intact tissue, isolated collagen fibers, and isolated myocytes in
male and female rats. Collagen remains the largest contributor to myocardial residual stress in both normotensive and hyperten-
sive animals. We identified sex-differences in both hypertensive and normotensive animals.
Conclusions We observed both constituent- and sex-specific remodeling features in the LV of an animal model of hypertension.
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Introduction

Cardiovascular disease, specifically hypertension, has been
shown to alter the left ventricle (LV) tissue structure, compo-
sition, and ultimately mechanical behavior [1, 2]. Exposed to
high afterload over a prolonged period of time, pathological
features such as myocyte hypertrophy, fibrosis, and elevated
resting tension of the myocytes are developed in the LV,
which in turn produce concentric hypertrophy globally [3,
4]. These microstructural pathological changes can also affect
the residual stress/strain distribution in the LV as shown in

previous studies, which reported a larger opening angle (OA)
in the intact hearts subjected to pressure overload by aortic
banding [5], but a lower opening angle in the intact embryonic
chick heart also subjected to pressure overload [6].
Characterization of residual stress/strain is important as these
quantities may affect the transmural sarcomere length distri-
bution [7] that may in turn affect myocyte force generation [8].
Studies on changes of the residual stress/strain associated with
pressure overload have, however, focused on the bulk tissue
mechanical response and do not distinguish the contributions
of the tissue constituents. Understanding the contribution of
the constituents is important because novel therapies have
been proposed to target key pathological features, such as
attenuating myocardial fibrosis [9] and reducing myocyte titin
stiffness [10]. Moreover, most studies were also performed
without considering sex as a biological variable that may be
important in hypertension. This is especially so given that
there are observed sex-differences in this disease, such as its
prevalence and mechanisms [11]. To address this issue, our
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group has shown in a recent study that the isolated collagen
fibers and isolated myocytes from the healthy LV have signif-
icantly different residual stress/strain distributions between
each other and when compared to the intact tissue [12].
Here, we report how a pathological increase in blood pressure
affects the residual stress/strain distribution of the isolated colla-
gen fibers and isolatedmyocytes in the LV. The objectives of this
study are (1) to isolate the contribution of the collagen fiber
network and themyocytes to the residual stress/strain distribution
in the LV wall of hypertensive Dahl-Salt sensitive rats fed with
high fat diet; (2) to quantify the effect of hypertension on left
ventricular remodeling by comparing the myocardial character-
istics, specifically geometry and tissue composition, of hyperten-
sive animals to those of normotensive animals; and (3) to identify
possible sex-specific features in the residual stress/strain distribu-
tions within the LV wall, both in normotensive and hypertensive
conditions.

Methods

Tissue Preparation Dahl-Salt sensitive (Dahl-SS) rats, both
male (M) and female (F), were fed with control fat diet (CD,
10 kcal% from fat, n = 15M, n = 15 F) and high fat diet (HFD,
60 kcal% from fat, n = 15M, n = 15 F) for 24 weeks starting at
3 weeks of age [13, 14]. All animal protocols used in this
study were approved by MSU Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee. In the terminal study, the whole heart was
isolated and we obtained two ring-shaped samples that ex-
posed the LV and the right ventricle (RV) by performing three
lateral cuts. Of the two samples obtained from each heart, we
fixed one for histological analysis and used the other for tissue
constituents’ isolation and then an OA test. The samples were
divided equally into 3 groups: intact tissue, isolated collagen
fibers, and isolated myocytes. To isolate the constituents, we
followed previously published protocols [12]. To prevent ac-
tive muscle contraction while testing, both the isolated
myocytes and intact tissue groups were soaked in a Krebs
buffer containing 2,3-butanediome monoxime (BDM, myosin
inhibitor) for 45 min prior and for the duration of the OA
experiments [13]. After treatment and before the OA test, we
obtained pictures of each sample to measure the outer diame-
ter and thickness.

Opening Angle Test Following the procedure described in
[12], a radial cut was first applied through the LV’s wall (op-
posite to the RV). Thereafter, pictures of the sample were
taken for a period of 90 min. The OA was quantified by
analyzing the images (using ImageJ) following a graphic pro-
cedure reported in [12].

Histology Tissue samples were fixed in formalin (10% solu-
tion) for 72 h and stored in a 30% ethanol solution until they

were embedded in paraffin wax. The samples were then sec-
tioned and stained with Picrosirius red (PSR) staining to high-
light collagen fibers. After imaging (performed with a Nikon
Eclipse 80i microscope with 10 x magnification; n = 2 for
each group), we evaluated the collagen area fraction (CAF)
using a custom Matlab code.

Mechanical Testing and Constitutive Model An additional set
of LVs of male and female Dahl-SS rats (fed either with HFD
or CD) as well as male and female Sprague Dawley rats were
mechanically tested. First, we obtained two ring-shaped sam-
ples from each heart; second, we divided the samples into two
groups: isolated collagen and isolated myocytes (isolation
protocols are specified in the Tissue preparation section).
Third, the samples were mounted on a uniaxial tensile tester
using two loops of suture (the bottom suture tied to a rigid
clamp and the top suture attached to a 250 g capacity load cell,
LSB200, Futek), submerged in a bath with a Krebs buffer
containing 2,3-BDM [13], and then subjected to the following
mechanical test protocol: 5% stretch for 10 cycles (precondi-
tioning), 10% stretch for 5 cycles, 20% stretch for 5 cycles,
and 30% stretch for 5 cycles. All loading was applied at a
speed of 0.15 mm/s; the movement and all measurements
(from the load cell and a 1.6MP Android camera mounted in
front of the sample) were all controlled simultaneously
through LabView. After testing, we evaluated the Cauchy
stress and stretch from the axial force (load cell output)
and the elongation data (Android camera output) recorded
during the last loading curve of the protocol. Figure 1
shows the experimental values of Cauchy stress – stretch
for a set of representative samples (symbols in the
Figure represent collected data). The sample was consid-
ered incompressible, and the geometrical characteristics
were evaluated from pictures of the side- and front-view
of the sample before each set of loading cycles.

We then used an isotropic, exponential strain energy func-
tion [15, 16] to describe the mechanical behavior of each
isolated constituent, namely Wc(C) for isolated collagen and
Wm(C) for isolated myocytes, given as

Wc Cð Þ ¼ cc ekc tr Cð Þ−3ð Þ−1
� �

; Wm Cð Þ ¼ cm ekm tr Cð Þ−3ð Þ−1
� �

ð1Þ
where cc and cm are material parameters with the dimension of
a stress, and kc and km are dimensionless material parameters;
C is the right Cauchy-Green tensor, defined as C =FTF, and

F ¼ diag λ; 1ffiffi
λ

p ; 1ffiffi
λ

p
h i

is the deformation gradient tensor as-

sociated with the uniaxial tensile test with λ being the stretch
in the direction of loading (i.e., circumferential direction).
Material parameters were estimated by using the lsqnonlin
function of Matlab to minimize the normalized root mean
square deviation (NRMSD) between the experimental (texp)
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and theoretical (tth) values of the Cauchy stress for each value
of the applied stretch [17], defined as

NRMSD ¼ 1

tmaxexp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑N

i¼1 tith−t
i
exp

� �2

N

vuut
: ð2Þ

where N is the number of experimental datapoints collected
and tmaxexp is the maximum value of Cauchy stress reached for

each sample during the mechanical test. We obtained eight
sets of parameters (one for isolated collagen and one for iso-
lated myocytes) for both male and female, for Sprague
Dawley and for Dahl-SS animals. Values of the material pa-
rameters for each group are shown (as mean ± stdev) in
Table 1. The mean values of material parameters for each
group are then employed in the residual stress analysis. Due
to the low statistical power of this portion of the study, we will
not comment on differences in material parameters between
the groups. In addition, the limited availability of Dahl-SS
animals on each diet, allowed us to test mechanically only a
low number of animals on CD (2 males and 2 females) and
HFD (2 males and 2 females). For this reason, we employed
the average of material parameters between diets for each

male and female animal in the current study. This is a limita-
tion of the study. To limit the impact of this limitation on the
meaningfulness of this analysis we will report results for both
stress and stretch residual stress fields (see Results section).

Finally, the strain energy function of the intact tissue was
described by the weighted averaged of the constituents as

Wintact Cð Þ ¼ ϕcWc Cð Þ þ ϕmWm Cð Þ ð3Þ

where ϕc and ϕm represent the area fractions of the collagen
(CAF) and myocytes (ϕm = 1 − ϕc) evaluated in the intact tis-
sue (see Histology section). Note that from Eq. (3), one can
recover the isolated collagen fibers strain energy function
when ϕc = 1 and ϕm = 0 and the isolated myocytes strain en-
ergy function when ϕc = 0 and ϕm = 1.

Residual Stress Modeling We used the continuum mechanics
theory of large deformation to model the residual stresses in
the LV [12, 18–20]. For each sample, we have evaluated the
Cauchy stress across the wall as

tα ¼ −pαI þ 2F
∂Wα Cð Þ

∂C
F ð4Þ

Table 1 Best-fit material parameters values estimated for the model
presented in equation (1) for each group, shown in terms of mean ±
st.dev. Specifically, terms with the subscript “c” describe the isolated
collagen fibers, terms with the subscript “m” describe the isolated
myocytes. In full, the experimental groups in this section were (a) isolated
collagen from Sprague Dawley rats (n = 3 male, n = 2 female) and Dahl-

SS rats (males, n = 2 HFD and n = 2 CD; females n = 2 HFD and n = 2
CD), and (b) isolated myocytes from Sprague Dawley rats (n = 3 male,
n = 3 female), and Dahl-SS rats (male, n = 2 HFD and n = 2 CD; female,
n = 2 HFD and n = 2 CD). Note that from each animal, two rings were
isolated and tested

Group: cc (kPa) kc [−] cm (kPa) km [−]

SD male 0.465 ± 0.225 31.09 ± 4.09 0.051 ± 0.031 36.26 ± 13.73

SD female 0.492 ± 0.312 32.83 ± 4.18 0.047 ± 0.011 38.67 ± 9.33

Dahl-SS male 0.091 ± 0.060 30.17 ± 5.55 0.054 ± 0.012 43.08 ± 19.90

Dahl-SS female 0.326 ± 0.325 32.75 ± 4.92 0.064 ± 0.016 31.23 ± 8.20

Fig. 1 Cauchy stress vs. stretch experimental dataset (symbols) and model best-fit description (lines) for isolated constituents, on the left collagen fibers
and on the right myocytes. In each graph, a representative dataset for one male animal from each group is shown, specifically Sprague Dawley
(experiments: grey circles, model: grey line), Dahl SS fed with CD (experiments: black circles, model: black line), and Dahl SS fed with HFD
(experiments: open circles, model: light grey line)
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whereWα is the appropriate strain energy function (withα = c,
m, intact respectively; see Equations (1) and (3)), pα is a
Lagrange multiplier used to enforce incompressibility, and F
and C are the deformation gradient and the right Cauchy-
Green deformation tensor representing the mapping from the
stress-free, cut configuration (coordinates R,Θ, Z) to the load-
free, closed configuration (coordinates ρ, θ, z). Specifically,
for each sample, F is written as

F¼

∂ρ
∂R

0 0

0
ρ
R

2π
2π−Φ

0

0 0 Λz

2
6664

3
7775 ð5Þ

where Φ represents the opening angle for each sample.
The Cauchy stress described by Equation (4) must satisfy
the radial and axial equilibrium equations in the load-free,
closed configuration. See the Appendix section for details
about the stress evaluation procedure. Finally, in order to draw
comparisons between the groups, we identified a subset of
characteristic points on the transmural distribution of stress
across the wall, which can be seen in Fig. 2.

Results

As previously reported [14, 21], Dahl-SS rats fed with HFD for
24 weeks have a significantly higher body weight and mean
arterial pressure (MAP) as measured by the tail-cuff plethysmog-
raphy method (MAP, 155 ± 4.7 mmHg for M; 162 ± 5.7 mmHg

for F) when compared to their counterparts that were fed with a
CD (MAP of 124 ± 5.6 mmHg for M; 142 ± 8.1 for F) for both
sexes. It is important to note that, while the CD animals have
significantly lower MAP compared to HFD, their arterial pres-
sure is still considered to be above the hypertension threshold
(MAP ~106 mmHg [22]). For this reason, we will also compare
our results to those collected previously from normotensive (NT)
Sprague Dawley rats [12] (MAP: 105 ± 3.3 mmHg [23]). While
we are aware that to compare different animal strains is not ideal,
we believe that it is important to establish a baseline for NT
animals, as reported in previous studies [24, 25].

Figure 3 shows the geometric characteristics indexed by
the LV cross-sectional area for the animal groups considered.
Overall, LVs in the HFD group have a larger cross-sectional
area compared to the CD for both sexes and all tissue treat-
ments (difference not significant for isolated myocytes and
isolated collagen fibers in M, and for intact tissue in F). The
female LVs are also smaller than their male counterpart (dif-
ference not significant for isolated myocytes and isolated col-
lagen fibers for HFD and for isolated collagen fibers in CD).
When compared to NT animals, both HFD and CD animals
have larger cross-sectional areas.

Figure 4 (a-f) shows images of histological slides stained
with PSR for representative samples. Figure 4 (g) shows the
values of collagen area fraction (CAF) for each group; we
observe no difference in CAF when comparing CD to HFD
and male to female. When comparing the hypertensive ani-
mals (CD +HFD) to NT animals, we also observe no signif-
icant difference in CAF. Male CD samples, however, have a
higher CAF when compared to NT males, whereas female
HFD samples have a lower CAF compared to those from the
corresponding NT group. Finally, female NT samples have a
higher CAF when compared to those from their male
counterpart.

We report the OA results collected for all groups at the
90 min mark, motivated by the results reported in [12]. As
shown in Figure 5 (a), the OA for isolated collagen fibers is
highest, followed by that of the intact tissue, and that of the
isolated myocytes for both sexes and both diets (difference not
significant for intact tissue vs isolated collagen in CD F),
similar to that reported in NT animals [12]. Comparison of
the OA between CD and HFD groups in Figure 5 (b) reveals
that the OA is similar for intact tissues in both sexes, but HFD
males have a lower OA compared to CD males in isolated
myocytes (value is unchanged in females) and HFD females
have a higher OA when compared to CD females in isolated
collagen fibers (value is unchanged in males). Comparing
these results to that of the NT animals reveals that increased
MAP could lead to a decrease in the OA in the intact tissue,
isolated collagen fibers, and isolated myocytes.

Consistently with what is observed for the OA’s values, the
stress and stretch analyses show overall higher residual
stresses/stretches in the isolated collagen fibers and lower

Fig. 2 Transmural residual stress distribution for one representative
sample. Radial stress (dashed line), circumferential stresses (solid line),
and axial stress (dashed dotted line). For each sample, after evaluating the
transmural Cauchy stress distribution, as shown, we identified values of
interest to compare across groups. Specifically, we calculated the
minimum value of the radial stress (maximum compression) and its
normalized location across the radius; the maximum (maximum
tension, at the outer radius) and minimum (maximum compression, at
the inner radius) values of the circumferential and axial stresses, as well
as the normalized location across the wall of the circumferential and axial
neutral axes
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Fig. 4 (a-f) Images of picrosirius
red stained slides of male (a-c)
and female (d-f) LV (a, d: NT; b,
e: CD; c, f: HFD). (g) Collagen
area fraction evaluated for all
samples (mean ± standard error)

Fig. 3 Cross-sectional area evaluated for all samples (mean ± standard error). Comparison between CD andHFD for isolatedmyocytes, isolated collagen
fibers, and intact tissue (also included data for NT)
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stresses/stretches in the isolated myocytes when compared
to the intact tissue for all the quantities’ components (see
Fig. 2 for definition) considered here, and for all groups.
However, these differences are more prominent in female than
they are in male when considering both residual stress or
stretch distributions. When looking at stresses specifically,
while differences are significant for all female groups (i.e.,
when comparing isolated constituents to one another and
when comparing isolated constituents to intact tissue), differ-
ences are mostly not significant in the male hypertensive an-
imals when comparing the intact tissue to the isolated collagen
fibers and isolated myocytes, for both CD and HFD. For the
male hypertensive animals, however, all the residual stress
components calculated for isolated collagen fibers remain sig-
nificantly higher than that for isolated myocytes. A similar
trend can be observed in the residual stretch distributions as
well, with two exceptions: (1) in CD female animals we ob-
serve no differences between intact tissue and isolated colla-
gen fibers (true for all stretch markers considered) and (2) in
HFD male animals, we do observe a significant difference
between intact tissue and collagen fibers (true for most stretch
markers considered and specified in Fig. 9 in Appendix 2). As
a representative subset of stress components, we show the
maximum circumferential tensile stress and stretch in Fig. 6

(a) and (b) respectively – focusing on highlighting
the differences between constituents.

When analyzing the effect of high blood pressure on the
residual stress and stretch distributions, we observe that, over-
all, NT animals have higher residual stresses/stretch when
compared to hypertensive animals (both CD and HFD) for
both male and female. The differences between NT and both
hypertensive cases were consistently significant for all sam-
ples collected from the female animals, while it was only
significant in the males’ isolated collagen fibers and slightly
(P = 0.07) for the CD isolated myocytes (insignificant for the
HFD isolated myocytes). Moreover, we have found no differ-
ences when comparing the stress/stretch levels between CD
andHFD animals, in bothmale and female, the only exception
being potentially an increase in collagen residual stresses/
stretches when comparing CD to HFD (not significant).
Figure 7 (a) and (b) show the maximum value of circumfer-
ential stress and stretch, as a representative subset, focusing on
highlighting the comparison between NT and hypertensive
animals, and between male and female animals, for isolated
myocytes (left), intact tissue (center), and isolated collagen
fibers (right).

From Fig. 7 we can also infer the effect of sex on the stress
distribution. In NT animals, females have significantly higher
values for all the residual stress/stretch components when

Fig. 5 Opening angle (deg) measured for all samples (mean ± standard error). (a) Comparison between isolated myocytes, isolated collagen fibers, and
intact tissue for both CD and HFD. (b) Comparison between CD and HFD (also included data for NT)
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compared to males. In hypertensive animals, the stress in the
female hearts remains significantly higher than that in the
male for the isolated collagen fiber network, results specific
to the residual stress distribution (the residual stretches show

no sex-difference in the isolated collagen fibers). In addition,
the difference in residual stress/stretch characteristics between
male and female animals is lost for both intact tissue and
isolated myocytes (or the relation is reversed, like in isolated

Fig. 6 Comparison between isolated myocytes, isolated collagen fibers, and intact tissue for both CD and HFD of the maximum value of (a) circum-
ferential residual stress (tθ,as identified in Fig. 2) and (b) circumferential stretch (λθ) for all samples (mean ± standard error, note: the graphs have different
vertical axes)

Fig. 7 Comparison between sex of the animal, including data for NT, of the maximum value of (a) circumferential residual stress (tθ,as identified
in Fig. 2) and (b) circumferential stretch (λθ) for all samples (mean ± standard error, note: the graphs have different vertical axes)
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myocytes in CD Dahl SS rats, where males have a higher
stress than females).

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the relative location across the LV
wall (measured through the dimensionless radius) of the cir-
cumferential neutral axis (location along the radius where the
circumferential stress is null) for intact tissue in both male and
female animals. The neutral axis in female LV moves signif-
icantly closer to the luminal layer with the increase in blood
pressure, while it remains unchanged for male hearts.

Discussion

We have measured the changes in the OA and residual stress-
es/stretch, associated with hypertension, of the intact cardiac
tissue and tissues with isolated constituents in both male and
female rats. The key findings of this study are 1) OA in the
intact tissue, isolated collagen fibers, and isolated myocytes
are all reduced with hypertension in male and female rats; 2)
All residual stress/stretch components are highest in the iso-
lated collagen fibers, followed by the intact tissue and isolated
myocytes in both male and female rats; 3) All the residual
stress/stretch components are also reduced with hypertension
in both male and female rats; and 4) All the residual stress/
stretch components in the female NT rats are significantly
higher than those in the male NT rats, but the difference is
lost with hypertension in the intact tissue and tissue with iso-
lated myocytes.

Our finding of a reduction in OA with hypertension is con-
sistent with a previous study on the embryonic chick heart [6],
where they found the OA was decreased from 31 ± 10 to −8 ±
12 degrees 12 h after induction of pressure overload. This find-
ing is, however, in contrast to a previous study, which reported
that the OA of the intact tissue is increased with pressure over-
load [5]. This discrepancy may be due to 1) the different

approach used to generate pressure overload – aortic banding
[5] vs. Dahl-SS animals that are genetically predisposed to high
blood pressure [24] used here and 2) the different stages of
remodeling – 3 weeks after banding [5] vs. 24 weeks of CD
or HFD here. Consequently, the tissues studied here may cor-
respond more to the decompensated phase of remodeling vs.
compensated in [5]. Finally, the OA reported in [5] is higher in
hypertensive animals compared to the controls one week after
banding (i.e., after onset of pressure overload); however, the
authors reported no statistically significant difference between
the groups 3 weeks after surgery. This could support an inver-
sion between the values of the OA of treated vs. control animals
in later time points, leading to a lower value of OA in hyper-
tensive animals long-term.

Our analysis went further to estimate the OA angle (resid-
ual strains) of the isolated collagen fibers and myocytes as
well as their corresponding residual stresses, which previous
studies are lacking [26]. We found that residual stresses asso-
ciated with the isolated collagen fibers are significantly higher
than that of the isolated myocytes and the intact cardiac tissue.
This suggests that collagen fibers remain the stronger contrib-
utor to the residual stress distribution in rthe emodeled hyper-
tensive LVs. The residual stresses of the constituents (espe-
cially that of the isolated collagen fibers) as well as the intact
tissue are all reduced with hypertension. Based on a previous
study [27], a reduction in the residual stress may contribute to
the increased LV stiffness that is typically associated with
hypertension [28]. Moreover, males fed with HFD have de-
creased OA and residual stresses/stretches in isolated
myocytes when compared to males fed with CD .
Conversely, females fed with HFD have increased OA
and residual stresses/stretches in isolated collagen fibers
when compared to females fed CD. These results may sug-
gest a potential increase in the contribution of the collagen
fibers and a decrease in the contribution of the myocytes to
the residual stress distribution as MAP increases, despite
having no changes in the overall CAF between NT and
hypertensive animals (Fig. 4). We have also observed, only
in female animals, that the circumferential neutral axis
moves closer to the inner radius with an increase in MAP
(Fig. 8), suggesting a larger portion of the wall is in tension
due to residual stresses. This could be associated with the
observed changes in circumferential systolic strain distribu-
tion across the myocardial wall in hypertension [29].

We have also investigated sex differences in residual
stresses/stretches in this study, and have found that residual
stresses/stretches in the female rats are significantly higher
than those in the male rats under normotensive condition.
This difference, however, is lost or inverted with hypertension
in the intact tissue as well as the tissue with isolated myocytes,
suggesting that hypertension has a bigger effect on the resid-
ual stress field in female rats than male rats. In fact, residual
stresses in the female LV decrease with hypertension on

Fig. 8 Non-dimensional radial location of the circumferential neutral axis
in intact tissue for all for all samples (mean ± standard error). Comparison
between CD and HFD (also included data for NT)
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average by 77% for the intact tissue and 46% for the isolated
myocytes, while in the male LV, on average, residual stresses
in intact tissue decrease by 48% and in isolated myocytes
increase by 37% (% change evaluated for the maximum cir-
cumferential stress, Fig. 7 (a)). This suggests that the remod-
eling process in the LV could have sex-specific traits, a hy-
pothesis supported also by observation in a previous publica-
tion. First, gender-differences in heart failure preserved ejec-
tion fraction (HFpEF), of which hypertension is a major risk
factor, have long been observed [30, 31]. Besides affecting
more women, it is also found in a study that LV diastolic
function is more impaired with a greater diastolic stiffness
present in women than men in HFpEF [32]. Our finding that
a larger reduction in residual stresses/stretches associated with
hypertension (that in turn may cause an increase in LV stiff-
ness based on a previous study [27]) is consistent with this
clinical observation, despite the decrease in CAF in the hyper-
tensive samples compared to NT samples in females.

Finally, we have also analyzed changes in the overall geom-
etry of the LV, and we observed an increase in the LV cross-
sectional area following a pathological increase in MAP, which
confirms what was previously reported [5]. These differences
seem to be associated with an increase in both LV thickness and
diameter. Specifically, both outer diameter and thickness in-
crease with an increase in MAP in female rats. In male rats,
both outer diameter and thickness are higher in the hypertensive
animals for the isolated constituents, while the thickness in-
creases moderately in the intact tissue.

This study has some limitations. First, the duration of the
opening angle experiment was longer than what was previ-
ously published by other groups [33]. The duration of the
overall experiment was determined based on a terminating
criterion that the rate of change in angle is equal or less than
~0.2°/min on average for all the experimental groups. This is
because we seek to determine the opening angle at a steady
state that corresponds to the true residual stress found in the
left ventricle in its passive state. Indeed, the duration is
longer than those found in previous studies (e.g., [33] that
measured the opening angle within 30 s of radial cutting to
determine the residual strain without ischemic contracture).
While it is possible that the measurement performed on
intact tissue and isolated myocytes is affected by muscle
contraction, we performed all measurement in a solution
containing a myosin inhibitor (BDM) to limit this effect.
Furthermore, we collected datapoints throughout the
90 min of the experiment, including at the time of the cut
(within 30 s); and the statistical analysis for the measure-
ments collected at the time of the cut seems to confirm the
relations established considering the OA measured at
90 min (data not shown). Second, we are using material
parameters collected from a uniaxial tensile test and
employing an isotropic model to describe the LV constitu-
ents in the stress analysis. While we know that the

myocardium does not behave as an isotropic material, we
were constrained by the experimental capabilities in our
facilities. To decrease the effect of this limitation on the
analysis, we have decided to, first, include results for both
the residual stress and stretch distributions, and second, to
focus our analysis on the circumferential distribution of
stress, which is the direction better characterized by both
the experimental set up and the choice of strain energy
function. A more precise characterization of the tissue,
which includes biaxial information and more accurate de-
scription of the fiber distributions across the wall, will be
the focus of future studies.

Conclusion

In this study, we reported the changes in the LV geometry,
composition, and residual stress distribution in Dahl-SS
rats of both sexes fed with CD or HFD. In summary, we
show that 1) animals fed with HFD have a larger LV cross-
sectional area compared to CD in both sexes; 2) CAF is not
affected by diet; 3) OA and residual stresses/stretches of
collagen fibers is largest followed by that of the intact tissue
and then isolated myocytes in hypertension; 4) OA of iso-
lated collagen fibers from the LV of male rats fed with HFD
is lower than those fed with CD, whereas the OA of isolated
myocytes from the LV of female rats fed with HFD is
higher those fed with CD; 5) OA and residual stresses/
stretches of the LV in the hypertensive animals are lower
than that of the NT animals; and 6) the residual stresses/
stretches in the female NT rats are higher when compared to
the male NT rats, while we observe no difference between
female and male hypertensive rats in the intact tissue and
tissue with isolated myocytes.
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Appendix 1

In order to calculate the stress distribution across the wall
given by equation (4), we used each sample’s individual ge-
ometry from the open configuration (Ri, Ro, Φ), along with
their pooled material properties (cc, kc, cm, km) and constituent
area fractions (ϕc, ϕm). It should be noted that when using
equation (3) for intact tissue, ϕc and ϕm were equal to their
experimental values. For each sample, the inner and outer
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radii and axial stretch of the closed, load-free configuration
(ρi, ρo, Λz) were estimated by using the deformation gradient
in equation (5) and allowing the closed configuration to reach
radial and axial equilibrium (using the lsqnonlin function on
Matlab)—i.e.,

∫
ρi

ρo 1

ρ
tθθ−tρρ
� �

dρ ¼ 0;

∫
ρi

ρo

ρ 2tzz− tθθ þ tρρ
� �� �

dρ ¼ 0:

Additionally, an assumption of incompressibility was
made for equation (5), resulting in a third equation used to
solve for the unknown geometry:

ρo ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2i þ

1

Λz

2π
2π−Φ

R2
o−R

2
i

� �s

Finally, for each sample, we had individual geometry mea-
surements (Ri, Ro, Φ, ρi, ρo, Λz), pooled material properties
from their breed and sex (cc, kc, cm, km) and collagen and
myocytes area fractions (ϕc, ϕm) for the intact tissue, measured
for each breed, sex, and diet (i.e. HFD or CD). Using all of this
information, we were able to calculate the radial, circumfer-
ential, and axial stresses for each group as functions of their
non-dimensional radii.

Appendix 2
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